Second day in May—Reign of Terror

Half-cooked youths running wild, pursuing each other and hurling missiles. Screws and wards howl. Half-cooked and crisp-burned meat over smoking fires.

Something out of 'Lord of the Flies'! No! This was East Campus last Saturday during the annual Garden Party, now known as East Campus Day, or the 'Reign of Terror'.

Take the scene in the upper left. Five panes of the window shown were shatterd. They were not from a fragile balcony. Next door, the high-velocity balloons reduced a window to shards of glass, damaged a painstakingly built glass, damaged a painstakingly built glass;

The walls were torn down in the lower right.

The scene seems to be blooming with small, multicolored flowers on East Campus Day. On closed inspection, the flowers turned out to be burst water balloons. The scattered balloons were only a small part of the litter and mess caused by the revelers.

East Campus Day doesn't have to be so costly—and paying for replacing glass and cleaning up takes money. It can be enjoyable, as the upper-right barbecue scene shows. The barbecue is shown in the lower left, not caught the broken glass of a wrecked room.

The ultimate goal on recovering from East Campus Day is wasted. It could be spent on more barbecue, for example. But some way some fun some part of East Campus Day without the damage.
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